


Platamon, a graphic village 
with about 2000 inhabitants, 
easily accessible via highway 
E9  and Naonal train staon 
is one of the most popular 
summer desnaons with 
plenty hotels, beach bars, 
taverns, restaurants, and cafes.taverns, restaurants, and cafes.
Located in the foothills of 
mountain Olympus, and 

framed by the beauful castle 
of Platamon it is the ideal 
starng point for short 
excursions to Chalkidiki, 
Sporades islands (Skiathos, 
Skopelos, Allonisos e.t.c. ) and 
the North Aegean sea but also 
provides a dreamy anchorage provides a dreamy anchorage 
for those who wish to enjoy 
the coast of Pieria.



Aer the compleon of the 
infrastructural upgrades in spring of 
2014, “Platamon Savvi Marine S.A.“ 
provide more than 96 slips for vessels 
up to 65  as well as sailing boats, 
motor yachts and Mega Yachts.
Being located in the heart of the Being located in the heart of the 
popular resort, customers will have at 
their disposal all needed facilies such 
as public transport, hotels, rental 
agencies, medical offices and 
pharmacies, dry cleaners, super 
markets and many others.
For the maximum security of For the maximum security of 
customers and vessels "Platamon 
Savvi Marine A.E.A.S provides on a 24 
hour basis a cerfied security guard 
and a staff member as well as all year 
round support by experienced staff as 

port captain, marine engine technician 
and fully equipped diving crew.
The marina features four basins to The marina features four basins to 
serve more than 96 yachts, thanks to 
more than 500 meters of wharfs and 
piers. The outer basin has 80 meters 
wharf with sufficient width and 
capable infrastructure for servicing 
cruise ships and mega yachts. 
For the best possible service, captains For the best possible service, captains 
have to call "Marina Platamon" at VHF 
Ch.09 or landline +30 235 202 1920 
least one (1) hour before the 
scheduled arrival at the marina. In 
each case there is staff on hand for the 
safe mooring of your boat, the 
embarkaon and disembarkaon, and embarkaon and disembarkaon, and 
there will be available service boat if it 
is needed for maneuvering help.



For extensive maintenance and 
wintering, the marina has a 
terrestrial parking and 
undertakes the safe 
transportaon / hauling with 
cerfied crews and equipment for 
boats with max length 12,5 m.
Fire staons, electricity , water Fire staons, electricity , water 
supply, waste absorpon are 
available in each pier  and wharf.



Main Facilies & Services

01. Mooring lines
02. Showers
03. Ice rocks
04. Cleaning service (addional charge)
05. Laundry (addional charge)
06. Post06. Post
07. ATM 
08. Chandlery (addional charge)
09. Free Wi-Fi (50 Mbs)
10. Delivery Super Markets 
11. Ramp
12. Boat maintenance (on request)
13. Baery charging13. Baery charging
14. Fire protecon 
15. 24 hours security
16. Experienced staff
17. Diving center 
18. Emergency doctors
19. 24/7 CCTV
20. Car parking 20. Car parking 

Extra Services (addional charge)

01. Rent-a-Car  -  Moto service 
02. Mini Bus 
03. Rent-a-Bike  -  Service
04. Hotel rates discount 4*-5* stars
05. Restaurant’s discount
06. Boat chartering 06. Boat chartering 





Berthing
The marina features four basins to serve more than 96 yachts and 10 Mega yachts 
(depth: 4,5 meters) 



Adventure acvies to thrill and inspire you

In 1938, Olympus, the highest Greek 
mountain, the residence of the twelve 
ancient gods, was the first area which 
was declared as a Naonal Park. About 
50 years ago a special regime was 
enforced to protect this unique part of 
our country. 
The aim was the preservaon of the The aim was the preservaon of the 
natural environment; of the flora, fauna 
and natural landscapes, as well as of its 
cultural and other values. Scienfic 
research had to be supported and 
people had to become aware of the 
environmental condions. Furthermore 
tourism had to be developed in the tourism had to be developed in the 
wider area. 
Specific laws prohibit any kind of 
exploitaon in the east side of the 
mountain, about 10,000 acres, which 
constutes the core of the Naonal 

Park. The wider area around it was 
designated as “peripheral zone of the 
Naonal Park” so that its management 
and exploitaon won’t affect negavely 
the protecon of the core. 
Olympus is internaonally known as for Olympus is internaonally known as for 
its important ecological characteriscs 
and incomparable natural beauty as 
well as for its strong relaonship with 
ancient Greek mythology. The 
importance of the Naonal Park has 
been recognized not only in Greece and 
Europe but all over the world. In 1981 Europe but all over the world. In 1981 
UNESCO declared “Olympus a Biosphere 
Reserve”. The European Community has 
included Olympus in the list of “The 
Most Important Bird areas of the 
European Community”.  
hp://www.olympusfd.gr/

Olympus “The Mountain of The Gods”



Adventure acvies to thrill and inspire you

On the foothills of Mt. Olympos only 12 
km. from the Pierian shores and Savvi 
Marine, lies the city of ancient Dion. In 
an area forgoen unl now but provided 
with inexhausble natural charm, 
extensive archaeological excavaons 
have been conducted by the University 
of Thessaloniki to discover the sacred of Thessaloniki to discover the sacred 
city o the Macedonians.
The Macedonians used to gather at Dion 
to honor the Olympian gods with 
sacrifices and offerings.
King Archelaos (414-399 B.C.) brightened King Archelaos (414-399 B.C.) brightened 
these fesvals with athlec and 
theatrical performances. There Philip II 
celebrated his glorious victories. 
Alexander, starng out his expedion, 
there sacrificed to Olympian Zeus and 
there the famous bronze group by 
Lysippos, represenng the 25 horsemen Lysippos, represenng the 25 horsemen 
fallen at the Granikos bale, was 
erected. 



Adventure acvies to thrill and inspire you

In the mid-7th century BC, Perdiccas I, a In the mid-7th century BC, Perdiccas I, a 
Dorian from Argos, a descendant, 
according to tradion, of the family of 
Hercules, became king of Macedonians. 
Aigai became the cradle of the 
Temenids, the dynasty that will rule 
Macedonia for 3.5 centuries and will 
give to humanity Philip II and his son give to humanity Philip II and his son 
Alexander the Great, who set off from 
Aigai and changed the history of Greece 
and the World. hps://www.aigai.gr



Adventure acvies to thrill and inspire you

Meteora is the biggest and most 
important group of monasteries in 
Greece aer those in Mount Athos. We 
can locate the first traces of their history 
from 11th c. when the first hermits 

seled there. The rock monasteries have 
been characterized by UNESCO as a unique 
phenomenon of cultural heritage and they 
form one of the most important staons of 
cultural map of Greece. 



Adventure acvies to thrill and inspire you



Pieria Prefecture is famous for the 
gastronomy and the fresh fishes. 
With about 15 Gourmet Restaurants 
and Fish Taverns opposite marina and 
about 60 taverns in the villages of 
Platamonas – Nei Pori – Leptokarya 
this area could give the opportunity to 

 the traveler to enjoy Fresh Fish and sea 
food by the locals fishermans. 
Special Issue for the Night Life of the 
Village and Pieria’s as well is the Marina 
Bar  BARCHETTA BAR.  
hps://www.facebook.com/barchea.gr/ 



Take your me ordering from our 
fabulous cocktails drinks list and then 
just enjoy the great company and 
ambience in a bar with chic feelings. 
Open 22 hours/day.
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